
Smoke Detector

G E N E R A L  I N F O R M AT I O N

The Smoke Detector can be placed up to 800 feet away 

from the tattletale base unit depending on structures and 

objects in-between the sensor and the tattletale.

The Smoke Detector uses photoelectric technology to 

detect smoke (not heat) and it continually monitors its 

own sensitivity and operational status. It will operate at 

temperatures between 32F and 120F. The 3V CR123A 

Lithium Battery will typically last one year.

Mounting Instructions 

Use the provided screws to attach the Smoke Detector to the 

ceiling. The best location for the Smoke Detector is at a high 

point where smoke will accumulate. In rooms with sloped ceil-

ings, install Smoke Detector 3 ft from the highest point of the 

ceiling. Tops of peaked ceilings, or places where the ceiling 

meets the wall can create dead air spaces that prevent smoke 

from reaching the sensor. Do not mount Smoke Detectors near 

air conditioners, heaters, fans, or any other devices with air 

intakes/returns, as they can drive smoke away from Smoke 

Detectors.

General Troubleshooting

BEFORE TROUBLESHOOTING CALL 1-888-835-5668 OR 

US TEST DRIVE FUNCTION ON THE EDGE MOBILE APP 

TO PUT YOUR ACCOUNT ON TEST.

When there is an issue with your Smoke Detector the  

tattletale™ base unit will display a message on its screen which 

says either “Sensor Open” or “Other Issues.” If you see 

either of these messages displayed, press 3 on the keypad, 

then enter your 4-digit PIN to get more information about what 

is going on with the sensor.

If the Smoke Detector’s status is “LOST,” verify that it is 

within range of the tattletale base unit and that the sensor 

has working batteries installed.

If the Smoke Detector’s status is “LOW BATTERY,” replace 

the CR123A battery.

If the Smoke Detector’s status is “OPEN” and there is no 

smoke in its area, remove the battery, clean out the Smoke 

Detector using canned air, and wait at least 20 seconds 

before putting the battery back in.

For instructions on testing and changing the battery, see reverse page.

3 ft below ceiling peak 

Sloped ceiling mount
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Follow these steps to change the battery: 

1. Call 1-888-835-5668 to put your account on test or use the Test 

Drive function on the EDGE mobile app to avoid accidental dis-

patch of the Fire Department.

2. Remove the Smoke Detector from its back plate by turning it 

counterclockwise one quarter turn (Fig.1).

3. Remove the old CR123A battery. WAIT AT LEAST 20 SECONDS 

BEFORE INSTALLING NEW BATTERY.

4. Install new CR123A battery.

5. To reassemble the Smoke Detector, line up the alignment notches 

on the outer edges of the Smoke Detector and the back plate as 

pictured. Turn the Smoke Detector clockwise to secure it to the 

back plate.

6. Mount the sensor, then call 1-888-835-5668 or use the Test Drive 

function on the EDGE mobile app to take your account off of test.

CR 123A battery

Fig. 1  Smoke detector with back plate removed


